Additional Curricular Activities

Qatari History

Key Stage 2 production of Cinderella and
Rockerfella

We will be learning about Qatar and the Ottoman
Empire.

Topic Web
Year 5 Topic Web Autumn 1
History

We will be learning about the history of leisure
and entertainment by taking a look at the
different decades throughout time.
Geography
Geography will be covered as part of our Qatar
History and through National Day Celebrations.

P.E.
All pupils will be participating in football. We will be
looking at improving each individuals needs in dribbling,
passing, control, shooting and general game play/rules
and regulations. We will start to develop an
understanding for some tactical play, for preparation for
tournaments.

Arabic
Al-Mafo’ul Al-Motlak (Grammar), Spider and silkworm
(Reading), Enna Wa Akhwatoha (Grammar), Al-Hamza Almotwaseta Ala Alf (Spelling), Khat Al-Rok’ah. (Hand
Writing), Prose poem (Writing), Ant poem (Listening), AlYamamah and fisherman (Speaking).

Science
We will be learning about living things and their
habitats where we will investigate the different
life cycles of mammals, amphibians and plants.

Leisure and Entertainment
During this exciting topic we will be
exploring the world of Leisure and
Entertainment which is and has been
so influential in our lives. We will
study how it has developed and
changed and how technology has
grown rapidly over the past 50 years.

Literacy
We will be learning how to write instructional
texts, creating information leaflets and learning
how to write and perform raps.
We will continue to develop our Spelling,
Punctuation and Grammar with a focus on
prefixes and suffixes and writing complex
sentences by using relative clauses with pronouns.
Maths
We will be focussing on multiplicative reasoning
where we will be multiplying and dividing using
both the written method and mental strategies.
We will be working with factors and prime
numbers as well as learning how to answer multistep word problems using the 4 operations.
ART and DT

Spanish

Children will be learning the verb TENER (to
have), Ordinal numbers to 10, transportation /
places and cities linked with the verb IR (to go),
musical instruments and the verb TOCAR (to
play)

We will use Leisure and Entertainment as inspiration
to create art work using a variety of materials. We will
also be directing our own short films.

Music
Students will be learning how to write music on the
stave and extend their knowledge of rhythmic
notation. Students will also be preparing for the KS2
production.

